Analysis of protein loop closure. Two types of hinges produce one motion in lactate dehydrogenase.
As shown in previous crystallographic investigations, upon binding lactate and NAD, lactate dehydrogenase undergoes a large conformational change that results in a surface loop moving roughly 10 A to cover the active site. In addition, there are appreciable movements (approximately 2 A) of five helices and three other loops. We demonstrate by a new fitting procedure that the loop moves on two hinges separated by a relatively rigid type II turn. The first hinge has few steric constraints on it, and its motion can be well accounted for by large changes in two torsion angles, i.e. as in a classic hinge motion. In contrast, the second hinge, which is part of a helix connected to the end of the loop, has many more constraints on it and distributes its deformation over more torsion angles. This novel motion involves the helix stretching and splitting into alpha-helical and 3(10)-helical components and substantial side-chain repacking in the sense of "cogs hopping between grooves" at its interface with the end of a neighboring helix. The loop is stabilized by five transverse (across loop) hydrogen bonds. These are preserved, through the conformational change and through 17 lactate dehydrogenase sequences, more than the longitudinal hydrogen bonds down the sides of the loop. Through a network of contacts, many of them conserved hydrophobic residues, the motion of the loop is propagated outward to structures that have no direct contact with the ligands. These moving structures are on the surface of the protein, and the whole protein can be subdivided into concentric shells of increasing mobility.